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Combi B 30
Proven reliability, maximum 
flexibility and high end design

The succesful combination lock Code Combi B has a successor. With significant 
extensions in functionality and ease of use, the new model „Combi B 30“ leaves 
almost no wishes unfulfilled. The timeless, flat metal input is a perfect fit for each 
safe.

Our customers esteem the mechanical redundancy and it‘s guaranteed all time  
reliability with the known double bit key system is why the proven dead bolt lock will 
continue to be offered. The batteries are integrated into the flat input unit. In addition 
of that an optional power supply can be used to power it permanently. A PC-software 
now allows the reading of the lock memory as well as a comfortable programming.

The keypad and the knob of the input unit 
are designed to allow flexible mounting in 
all positions.

An optional boltwork handle is available 
fitting seamless in the modern design. 
A suitable escutcheon in the same 
design can be added. Due to this 
modular system, a maximum flexibility is 
achieved for installation.

The Combi B 30 can be complemen-
ted or retrofitted with the optional VdS 
certified alarm box for the integration into 
alarm systems.

A connection to existing access-control 
elements such as card or fingerprint rea-
ders can be realized with a stand alone 
Combi B 30 lock unit, the dial knob unit 
and an optional status LED 
(Attention: not certified).

Certification: VdS cl. 2 (M102323), EN 1300 B 

Mounting examples
Horizontal (above)
Vertical (right)

The timeless design of the previous input 
unit has been modernized carefully and 
thus represents a new interpretation in 
the most elegant manner.

The modern design concept emphasizes 
the value and reliability of your secure 
storage unit. In addition to the standard 
input unit a boltwork handle is available.

Design
a high-end
a elegant
a modern

Flexibility
a one model, all mounting positions 
a optional boltwork handle
a can be integrated into 
 access control systems

Functions
a 32 codes
a extended functions
a PC software

Codes
a 1 master code
a 30 user codes
a 1 courier code

Code functions
a dual mode 
a time delay / confirmation window
a code suspend function

Alarm
a silent alarm
a bolt switch
a remote disabling

Audit function
a more than 200 events
a time and date as option

PC-software
a convenient programming
a templates can be generated
a auditing

Power supply
a batteries in input unit
  (2x1,5V AAA)
a external power supply (option)
a indirect power supply by 
  alarm system (option)


